REAL-TIME QUALITY

Ensuring Cleanroom Environment
TempNet® Cleanroom environmental monitoring system is a reliable way to ensure your
clean room meets the conditions it needs to. It saves time by enabling all monitoring data to
be collected in one easy-to-use cloud platform view with online access. Real-time condition
measuring and data access through the TempNet® Cloud also provide smart alarms to
the right people if user-set limits are exceeded. TempNet® Cleanroom includes solutions
for the monitoring of temperature, relative humidity, pressure difference and particles.
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All your data in one place

Sensire’s sensors offer high precision measuring capabilities combined with durable design. You can set
alarm limits according to your need in TempNet® Cloud. With wireless technology, relocation or expanding
your monitored area with additional survey points is also exceedingly easy if the need arises.
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Secure access to your data

Wireless and automated, these
small sensors send realtime data to the cloud 24/7.
Measure temperature, CO2,
particles, pressure difference
etc. according to your needs.

Remote control of sensor
networks and sensors.
Gateway has factory-set 3G
internet connection which
enables wireless data transfer.

One-stop access to all your
temperature and conditions
data, effortlessly over the
internet to a device of
your choice.

One-view solution for all
measurement data management
All TempNet® -products are based on TempNet® Cloud, a one-view, secure-access modular
platform that gathers the data from all your sources. The Cloud can be easily integrated with
existing monitoring systems, allowing the user to monitor all conditions in real time and
handle overall management, reporting and process development with ease. Real-time data
in TempNet® Cloud provides smart alarms if exceptions should happen, making corrective
actions possible. The Cloud is hosted by Sensire, so no server investments are required.

Real-time monitoring with TempNet® Cloud
API
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Anywhere, anytime

When things go wrong

Full visibility

TempNet® Cloud only needs an
internet connection to give you
access to all your data and it
can be used on any device.

Adjust the alarm thresholds
according to your needs and
get notified when they are
breached. Enables you to take
corrective actions and avoid
unnecessary expenses.

One-stop access to all your
temperature and conditions
data, effortlessly over the
internet to a device of
your choice.
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